1st class: General Introduction + course description.
2nd class: The Unconscious: Review of recent research.

General Approaches to Conscious/Unconscious processes
3rd class: Relatively Empirical Approaches


4th class: Relatively Philosophical Approaches


5th class: Levels of Unconscious/Conscious Processing


Empirical Papers
6th class: Inattention blindness


7th class: Change blindness
8th: Sensing vs. Seeing


9th: Familiarity?


10th. Value in binocular rivalry


11th. Emotion in CFS:


12th. Semantic Processing
13th. Direct Gaze

14. General Discussion
Course requirements:
* Active participation in class.
* Preparing one question, in writing, for each class.
* One to two presentations in class.
* One writing assignment at the end of the semester (research proposal).

Contact Ran
ran.hassin@huji.ac.il